Macronutrient composition and body mass index vary by season in college students
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Summary. Objective: To describe seasonal variation in food intake, body weight, body mass index (BMI) and mid- upper arm circumference (MUAC) in college students. Methods: In this follow-up study, 120 male and 180 female college students aged 18-35 years were enrolled. All participants were visited every 3 month (four sampling points: baseline and three consecutive quarters) for 1-year period. Dietary intakes were assessed using seven- to nine-day food records on randomly selected days per quarter. Anthropometric measurements were performed by a trained dietetic according to standard protocol at four time points (12 to 15 weeks apart). Results: Daily caloric and carbohydrate intakes were higher by 193 kcal and 8% of total daily calorie intake during the summer compared to the winter. Fat intake was consumed in greater amount in the winter rather than other seasons. The highest weight and BMI were observed in the summer (72.9±4.6 kg and 26.22±5.3 kg/m2, respectively), whereas the lowest values were in the winter (68.7±3.6 kg and 24.7±3.8 kg/m2, respectively). The greatest difference for MUAC was found between fall and winter (-2.80±0.25 cm; P=0.001). Conclusions: There are seasonal variations in diet and anthropometric measurements among college students. Therefore, it must be taken into account when counseling individuals about healthy habits as well as when designing nutritional epidemiology studies.
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Abbreviation

MUAC: Mid- upper arm circumference; BMI: Body mass index.

Introduction

The obesity prevalence has been gradually increased over the past 3 decades (1,2). According to the statistics, 13% of the world’s adult population (11% of men and 15% of women) are obese and 39% are overweight (38% men and 40% women) (3). Corresponding values among Iranian adults are 12.6- 25.9% and 27- 38.5%, respectively (4).

Anthropometric measurements can be influenced by genetic, epigenetic and environmental factors (e.g. dietary intakes and physical activity) (5,6). Researchers are increasingly recognizing the importance of the environmental factors in facilitating weight gain and obesity (5,7). The association of seasonal variation as an environmental variable and weight change is a new concept in nutritional epidemiology which has been poorly investigated (8-11). Seasonal variation may be related to anthropometric measurements including fat and muscle mass and body weight by affecting physical
activity and dietary intakes. A large-scale monitoring population study among Netherland adults showed that subjects had higher body mass index (BMI) and waist circumference (WC) during winter compared to summer, and seasonal variation was greater for abdominal obesity rather than general obesity (12). Another short-term longitudinal study revealed that subjects had greater weight gain during the festive season holiday than other seasons (9-12).

Weight change might be associated with changes in muscle and fat mass. Therefore, it is possible that weight change by seasonal variation would be followed by changes in fat and muscle mass over the year. Indeed, participants may have higher physical activity level during summer than winter and have higher calorie intake and lower physical activity level during winter (8, 9, 13). These differences may lead to different change in fat and muscle mass. Because of differences in physical activity and dietary intakes changes among different age groups through the seasons, it is relevant to investigate such association in all age groups. To the best of our knowledge, there is little evidence in this context and no report from Iran and Asia, as a less developed country. In the current study, we aimed to examine anthropometric changes over the year and distinguish session where people eat more, active less, and gain weight.

Methods

Subjects

Participants were recruited from the students of Isfahan University of Medical Sciences. Individuals were recruited if they were 18 to 35 years old, not be on weight-control diets, be free of metabolic disorders which may affect weight status (e.g. Cushing's syndrome or hypothyroidism or hyperthyroidism) and not being pregnant or lactating. To provide a random sampling, multistage cluster random sampling method was used. First, we considered the number of all schools (n=9) and departments (n=30) in Isfahan University of Medical Sciences, and then some students were randomly selected from each department. Based on the suggested formula for cross-sectional study, 300 participants would provide adequate power (β= 80%) for the current study. However, to increase the power of study, we enrolled 500 students between February 2014 and February 2015, with at least 10 individuals from each department. Individuals were excluded if their daily energy intake was <800 or >4200 kcal (n=8). Subjects who had less than eight dietary records or had not fully attended in every five visits were also excluded (n=20). Finally, statistical analysis was conducted among 300 individuals. All subjects declared their willingness to participate in the research by providing a written informed consent. The present study was approved by the research council and ethical committee of the School of Nutrition and Food Science, Isfahan University of Medical Sciences, Isfahan, Iran.

Data collection

Demographic characteristics including sex, age and socio-economic status were collected by a self-administered questionnaire at baseline. Body weight and height of participants were measured with wearing light clothing and no shoes. The measurement of height was recorded to the nearest 0.5 cm and weight was recorded to the nearest 100 gr. BMI was calculated by dividing weight in kilogram by the square of height in meter. Overweight and obesity were defined according to BMI (154). Overweight was defined as 25≤BMI≤29.9, whilst obesity was considered as BMI≥30 kg/m² (8, 15).

To measure the Mid-upper arm circumference (MUAC), participant should have bent the right arm to a 90° angle at the elbow and the upper arm was parallel to the chest. Then the midpoint of right arm was ascertained and marked at the skin. The insertion tape was pulled around the marked midpoint of the arm, but not too tight that the tissue was compressed (16). The accuracy of measurement was 1 mm.

At the end of every three months weight, MUAC and BMI were measured (totally five visits). The participants were asked to recall hours they spent the previous day at different types and intensities of activities. MET values were obtained from a physical activity compendium published by Ainsworth et al.(17). All interviews were conducted by trained dietitians.

Dietary intake assessment

Dietary intakes were monthly assessed by a 3-day food record. Totally, we had at least nine weighted
food records for each season. Participants were asked to record their dietary intakes in 2 non-consecutive weekdays and one weekend day except for special days (celebration and party). All participants were educated how to record their dietary intakes, meals and snacks with exact portions and standard serving sizes during 24 hours. The average number of dietary records was 36 per subject. The accuracy of food records were checked by trained nutritionists and ambiguous items were declared via phone interview. Household measurements were converted to grams. Energy and nutrient intakes were estimated by using NUTRITIONIST IV (N4) software, which was adopted for Iranian foods.

Statistical analyses

Normal distribution of dietary intakes and anthropometric measurements were tested by Kolmogorov–Smirnov. General characteristics of study population were described as means and percentages by using descriptive statistics. One–way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed for multiple sample comparison for continuous variables (dietary intakes, anthropometric measurements and their mean differences between seasons) across the seasons. Independent sample t-test was done to compare continuous variables between men and women in each season. Mean differences in anthropometric measurements between seasons were also compared in adjusted models for sex, physical activity and socioeconomic status by using analysis of covariance (ANCOVA). All statistical analyses were performed by Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS, Inc., Chicago IL, USA; version 20). P< 0.05 was considered significant in all statistical analyses.

Results

Table 1 shows demographic characteristics of participants at baseline. Participants’ average age was 21.7 (s.d.=2.3) years and 40 % of participants were male. The participant’s means height and weight were 169.0 (s.d =21.0) cm and 71.2 (s.d =3.6) kg, respectively. Almost 50% of participants were normal weight and around 11.0% were obese. The average BMI was 25.6 (s.d. = 2.3) kg/m², and the average MAC was 22.4 (s.d =2.1) cm.

Table 2 shows means of dietary intakes and physical activity of participants by season. In the winter, fat had the highest contribution in total energy intake (36 ±2% of daily energy intake), and in the summer, carbohydrate had the highest contribution (60 ± 5% of daily energy intake). There were no significant differences in seasonal variation of dietary intakes and physical activity between male and female.

Table 3 indicates means of anthropometric measurements by season in the entire study population, and each gender. The peaks of body weight and BMI were in the summer and the peak of MUAC was in the fall. There were no significant differences in seasonal variation of body weight, MUAC and BMI between male and female.

| Table 1. Characteristics of study participants at baseline. |
|---------------------------------|---------|---------|---------|---------|
| Variable                        | Male    |         | Female  |         |
|                                 | Mean/frequency | s.d. | Mean/frequency | s.d. |
| Age (years)                     | 21.90  | 2.60    | 21.56  | 2.39    |
| Male (%)                        | 40     | -       | 60     | -       |
| Never smoker (%)                | 100    | -       | 100    | -       |
| Height (cm)                     | 1.76   | 0.29    | 1.63   | 0.23    |
| Weight (kg)                     | 79.6   | 3.7     | 62.5   | 3.1     |
| MUAC (cm)                       | 28.93  | 2.9     | 16.91  | 2.5     |
| BMI1 classification (%)         | Normal (18.5–24.9) | 52.5 | -       | 46.93  | -       |
|                                 | Overweight (25–29.9) | 38.5 | -       | 40.97  | -       |
|                                 | Obese (≥ 30) | 10.01 | -       | 12.01  | -       |

1 MUAC: Mid- upper arm circumference; BMI: Body mass index
Table 4 indicates the comparison of anthropometric measurements between seasons in the entire study of population in crude and adjusted models. The means of BMI, MUAC and weight were significantly different between all seasons (P<0.05). Maximum difference for weight and BMI was between summer and winter (P=0.001). Maximum difference for MUAC was between fall and winter (-2.80±0.32; P=0.01) as well as fall and summer (-2.80±0.25; P=0.001). All relationships remained significant even after adjustment for sex, physical activity and socioeconomic status.

Discussion

This study suggests significant seasonal fluctuations in weight, BMI and MUAC as well as dietary intakes including energy, fat and carbohydrate. Greater energy and carbohydrate intakes in summer concurred with greater BMI and weight. No seasonal fluctuations were observed in physical activity and protein intake. The results of this study illustrate that increased carbohydrate intake has more effect on calorie intake and weight gain than increased fat intake.

It is well established that there is seasonal fluctuations in anthropometric measurements, particularly
weight and BMI. However, it seems depending on study population and behavioral factors, the pattern and magnitude of these fluctuations might be different. For example, in college students, due to differences in dietary intakes and physical activity levels during different seasons, larger fluctuations might be expected in comparison with a middle-aged population who have similar schedule in different seasons of the year. Findings from Ma’s study support this assumption. Consistent with our findings Ma revealed seasonal variation in body weight in middle-aged adults (47.6 yr), but their fluctuations were considerably less than ours (18).

Our findings indicated MUAC is related to weight and BMI, it is compatible with Banik’s study (19). In our study all of them were at minimum level in winter, but findings from Lemma’s study indicated MUAC was more related to another factor named maximum voluntary contraction [MVC] than BMI (20). Previous studies have shown that seasonal variations in body weight and BMI vary by season in college students.
ous reports proposed that circumference measurements specially limb circumferences like MUAC might be sensitive indirect measurements of peripheral muscle; therefore, it would be more appropriate to look into the changes in MUAC as a measurement of declining of muscle mass than BMI (21-23). As shown in our study, peak of MUAC was in the fall as well as the peak of protein intake; therefore, it could be inferred that muscle mass would be greater in the fall rather than other seasons in this study. The results of Jahnset al’s study confirmed that dietary intake vary by season but they reported energy intake was not different(24). Their objective group was different with us.

Findings regarding fluctuations in energy and macronutrient intakes are controversial. Whereas some evidence does not confirm such variations either in calorie (25-27) or in macronutrients intake (25, 28), others have reported variations in energy and macronutrient intakes by season (8). In spite of considerable agreement regarding the fluctuation in fat and carbohydrate intakes by season (18, 29), there is debate for protein. In line with our findings, most of earlier studies (18, 26, 27, 30, 31), but not all (32), showed that protein intake did not vary by season, though its changes were marginally significant in our study. Although there is agreement regarding the variation in energy, fat and carbohydrate by season (8), there are differences in the peak of fat or carbohydrate intake between studies. Inconsistent with our findings showing a peak intake of carbohydrate in summer and a peak intake for fat in winter, Ma and colleagues revealed a peak for carbohydrate and fat in winter and summer, respectively (18). However, the intake of fat was larger in winter in male industrial employees who had greater BMI in winter rather than summer (8). Greater consumption of carbohydrate during summer in our study might be related to higher intake of ice cream, fruits and drinks rich in sugar in the summer than other seasons to compensate loosing body water (33).

An explanation underlying greater body weight and BMI during summer might be related to dietary macronutrient composition. In spite of similar protein consumption by seasons, fat and carbohydrate intakes were differently consumed in summer and winter. There is evidence supporting the satiating properties of high fat/low carbohydrate diet rather than a low carbohydrate/high fat diet and its favorable effect on short-term weight loss (34). Moreover, because our participants were college students who were studying in three seasons except for summer, we hypothesize that greater anthropometric measurements in summer might be related to lower psychological stress, which consequently could be associated with higher intake of carbohydrates and energy. Pagels's study showed there was difference in physical activity intensity by weather variation, their objective group was school children(35).

Our study has some strength. First of all, larger sample size of this study rather than previous studies in this context let us to extract more accurate findings (25, 26, 36). Second, our study population was healthy college students who aged 18-35 years, and therefore, had more similar lifestyle rather than other studies' population which conducted on a wide age range of participants. Although this could limit the generalizability of our findings, it could remove the potential source of residual confounders, especially physical activity, and make more reliable our findings. Third, using 24-h dietary record to assess dietary intakes provide more accurate data than food frequency questionnaires (FFQs) and recall which used in earlier studies (37). The limitations of our investigation were: Diet and physical activity information were obtained from self-reported 24-h records. Although there is always the potential for misclassification due to error in self-reporting, the error is minimized by training the participants.

Conclusion

In conclusion, the present study indicated that seasonal variations of daily caloric intake, fat and carbohydrate intakes could be concurred with variations in body weight, MUAC and BMI among college students. These fluctuations were not different between male and female. No significant fluctuations were observed in physical activity and protein intake.
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